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Many people are under the impression that sharks are killing 
machines that impulsively rip apart anything that comes within 
their path. However, the deeper mechanisms of a shark’s beha-
viour patterns may be more complex than they may once have 
thought.

Sharks have, for many decades, been considered to be 
rather unintelligent ;built and designed solely for hunting. Over 
recent years, though, scientists have begun to notice that, not 
only do sharks display a considerable measure of intelligence, 
but they have frequently been seen expressing curiosity and 
even problem-solving skills. It has not yet been discovered what 
the body-to-brain mass ratio has to do with the intelligence of 
an animal, but the shark's is similar to most birds and mammals.

In the past, there have been multiple reports of sharks 
having acquired the ability to recognise certain boats and divers, 
as well as having differentiated the front of a person from the 
back so that they can make a surprise attack behind them. Some 
divers have reported being mauled gently by a shark, in a way that 
showed an inquisitive exploration, rather than a full-on attack. 
A notable sight was the seven Great White Sharks that worked 
together at Smitswinkle Bay in South Africa to pull a large part 
dead Pygmy Southern Right Whale into deeper waters before 
feeding on it. This suggests that these animals understood the 
theory of flotation, even if only in very basic terms.

However, it is important to stress the distinction between 
intelligence and instinct. Instinctual behaviour is repetitive, in 
response to stimuli within the surrounding  environment. It is 
deliberate (i.e. not a reflex), but does not require training or 

practice and is common amongst all sharks of that species and 
/ or habitat. An example of a reflex would be a shark pumping 
water over its gill slits for oxygen. Another reflex is tonic immo-
bility which is a reflex that causes a temporary state of inactivity 
in an animal. Similar to hypnosis.When the shark is gently turned 
on their back, it’s thought to disorientate them, causing them 
to enter the state. The shark’s muscles relax and their breathing 
becomes deep as rhythmic.

But why would tonic immobility be useful for sharks? Playing 
dead could deter potential predators. But some shark species 
that enter tonic immobility are apex predators. So, don’t have 
many natural predators. They also don’t appear to enter tonic 
immobility in response to fear. Some scientists have suggested 
it may be related to mating but there is no substantial evidence 
to support this theory.

While on the other hand, instinct would refer to its rolling 
its eyes back when the snout is impacted. Observations of bai-
ted White Sharks reveal that most sharks quickly learn that the 
bait, nearby boat and shark cages do not represent a threat to 
its eyes. In response, the eye-rolling behavior is greatly redu-
ced and may discontinue altogether for as long as an individual 
shark is feeding in that now-familiar situation. This is an example 
of habituation. If,  however, a human reaches out to pat White 
Shark on the head, the eye rolling behavior is likely to reappear.

These ruthless apex predators also have many physiological 
adaptations, in the form of their senses, to aid in their survival: 

[ I M A G E ]
AMPULLA OF LORENZINI

S U R V I V A L  A N D  P R E D A T O R Y  B E H A V I O U R S  O F 
S H A R K S  B Y  T O B I  O M O W AY E
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SMELL
Up to two thirds of the total mass of a shark's brain is dedi-

cated to smell. They are extremely sensitive to smells that are 
important to their survival, including scents produced by poten-
tial predators, prey or a mate.

Some sharks can detect the blood of prey from over vast 
distances - one part of blood to one million parts of water. That's 
equal to one teaspoon in an average sized swimming pool.

SIGHT
Light doesn’t travel well through water. So sharks need to 

maximise the amount available to help them see. With eyes posi-
tioned on the side of their head they're able to see in almost all 
directions. But, their vision becomes more acute 15m from an 
object. It's not until this point that sight becomes their dominant 
sense.Like cats, sharks also have a ‘tapetum lucidum’. A reflec-
tive layer of shiny cells that lies behind the retina. This improves 
vision in low light conditions, allowing nocturnal and deep-water 
species to hunt effectively.

ELECTRORECEPTION (AMPULLAE OF 
LORENZINI)

Sharks have a complex electro-sensory system. Enabled by 
receptors covering the head and snout area. These receptors sit in 
jelly-filled sensory organs called the ampullae of Lorenzini. These 
tiny pores are extremely sensitive and can detect even the fain-
test of electrical fields. Such as those generated by the Earth’s 
geomagnetic field or muscle contractions in prey. For example 
Hammerhead sharks can find prey that’s completely buried under 
the sand; making them experts at hunting stingrays. The Earth’s 
geomagnetic field is thought to help sharks orientate themselves 
and navigate the world’s oceans. This could explain how they’re 
able to migrate huge distances so accurately.

PRESSURE CHANGES (LATERAL LINE)
The lateral line is responsible for alerting a shark to poten-

tial prey and predators. It’s made up of a row of small pores that 
run all the way from the snout to the tail. Surrounding water 
flows through these pores and special sensory cells sense any 
pressure changes.

The lateral line also gives a shark spatial awareness and the 
ability to navigate. Their own body movement creates waves that 
bounce off obstacles (such as reefs), enabling them to create a 
pressure map of their surroundings.
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Bioluminescence: a beautiful “magic” associated with some 
of the rarest and most obscure plants and animals around the 
globe. But how do these unique species create this glow and 
why do they do it? 

Essentially, bioluminescence is a reaction within a living 
organism that produces a chemical light allowing the organism 
in question to communicate with other members of its species, 
catch prey or deter predators, for example. 

Perhaps the most famous terrestrial bioluminescent orga-
nism is the firefly. Unlike their name suggests, these insects are 
actually very dissimilar from the fly family; essentially, they are 
soft bodied, bioluminescent, winged beetles. And the purpose 
of their glowing? To attract a mate. The male ‘flashes’ the female 
with a specific pattern, putting on a light show with his derriere. 
The female will respond with her own light pattern – the quicker 
the response the more interested she is. However, this does not 
always lead to the evening the male is hoping for. Some fema-
les fake an interest in the male, luring him closer with their own 
light show response before attacking and eating him. Fireflies 
are clearly not always the romantic bugs we see them to be.

The chemistry behind bioluminescence is not yet fully 
understood by humans, but it is believed that the light is pro-
duced by the reaction between luciferin, oxygen, and calcium 
ions. Luciferin is a molecule provided by the organism that varies 
from species to species, accounting for the differences in the 
bioluminescent light produced between organisms. For exam-
ple, fireflies produce a yellow light whilst angler fish produce a 
greener glow. The rate of this reaction can be controlled by the 
organism itself via the regulation of brain processes and chemi-
cal balance, meaning the colour, intensity and timing of the light 
can be monitored. Theoretically, the production of such a strong 
glow by such tiny organisms should cause them to burn up, but 
bioluminescence is, nearly, unique in the fact that it genera-
tes very little thermal radiation, with less than 20% of the light 
releasing heat. This ensures that the organisms themselves don’t 
turn into little crisps.

Bioluminescence is found around the globe, from deep sea 
organisms to terrestrial animals. The variations in the light produ-
ced and how it is then used by these species have led scientists 
to believe that the process has evolved individually at least 40 
times – which is incredible given the complexity of this mecha-
nism. Organisms in different locations have adapted differently 

to suit the surroundings. For example, the majority of biolumines-
cent marine life only produces blue or green light. This is because 
most deep-sea animals are only sensitive to these colours and 
physically cannot process others such as red, yellow, or violet, so 
otherwise this light phenomenon would be completely useless. 

The angler fish: a terrifying creature in the depths of the 
ocean that scares all young children for life. Despite its night-
marish nature, the fish itself is an example of an animal that has 
adapted incredibly well to its surroundings. They themselves are 
not actually capable of producing their well-known glow, instead 
owing the light to bioluminescent bacteria living on the end of 
their ‘rod’. The angler fish and the bacteria have formed a very 
close relationship, with the bacteria producing the biolumines-
cence that draws both prey and potential mates to the animal, 
and the fish providing the nutrients that the bacteria need to 
survive. These bacteria have, over time, evolved to lose the genes 
needed to survive in the water independently. Despite the fact 
that angler fish evolved over 100 million years ago, it is currently 
thought that the bacteria’s evolution is still ongoing, and genes 
needed for independent movement are still being lost. This 
proves how complex this relationship and mechanism really is. 

Recently it has been suggested that we are slightly bio-
luminescent ourselves. Invisible to the human eye, extremely 
small amounts of visible light are emitted in varying quantities 
throughout the day from the body’s surface. These emissions 
are linked to metabolism and therefore, theoretically, could allow 
us to spot certain medical conditions and pinpoint the specific 
location of it in the body. As incredible as this is, it has not been 
the only present-day attempt at utilising the amazing characte-
ristics of bioluminescence. Glowing plants have been genetically 
engineered using the DNA from bioluminescent fungi, allowing 
us to not only grow an Avatar- style garden, but also further 
understand the inner workings of plants. The first glow-in-the-
-dark sheep was genetically engineered upon birth in 2012 with 
a green fluorescent protein from jellyfish, producing a unique 
greenish glow under specific UV light. Scientists have even gone 
so far as to produce bioluminescent alcohol!

It is clear that we still do not fully understand the magic 
of bioluminescence, but hopefully we will be able to continue 
to harness the incredible properties of this complex biological 
mechanism that is used in so many different ways by organisms 
globally.

S H I N I N G  A  L I G H T  O N 
B I O L U M I N E S C E N C E  B Y 
B E T H A N Y  Y O U N G S
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PARENTING IN THE ANIMAL WORLD:
Parents provide us with food, water, shelter, education and 

are vital in our development and growth. In the animal kingdom? 
Parentage is simply another story. While some care for their offs-
pring, others just release their gametes and hope for the best.

An example of the former includes the orangutan: long-term 
parents whose young are entirely dependent, up to 8 years in 
some cases, and this leads to such a strong maternal bond that 
offspring have been seen visiting their mother even 15 years 
after birth. In birds, the emperor penguin, as shown in countless 
documentaries, is known for its parental devotion to their offs-
pring, where the male penguin cradles the new egg in his feet 
for months on end, protecting it from the elements. (Animal 
Parenting Behaviour: Types & Examples, 2016)

However, unlike the bi-parenting in emperor penguins, 
seals and sea lions demonstrate single parent maternal care. To 
see the restrictions of single parent care, a study was carried 
out to investigate the extent that older sibling presence will 
affect birth weight, parent-offspring conflict and early mortality 
of new-borns. It was discovered that the situation of a female 
having a dependent offspring that is over a year old was rare, so 
in these cases the competition for the mother’s resources was 
low. However, if the siblings were even a year apart, they were 
disadvantaged but if the older sibling was female, they had a 
better chance. (Kloepper, 2016)

In a way, this reproductive investment is the time and energy 
devoted to raising their offspring, which is dependent on key fac-
tors such as environmental stability, lifespan, predation, and fre-
quency of reproduction. Selected species such as many insects 

H O W  N A T U R E  C A R E S  B Y  P H A V I T R A N 
S R I R A N J A K U M A R
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will lay many eggs and then leave them.
In the ocean, the time and energy investments can reach 

levels that you may not even think about! A case of severe dedi-
cation to their offspring are the ghost octopus and its heart-
-breaking method to protect their eggs. In a study published in 
Current Biology, researchers report that this species not only 
lives in those great depths at several places of the Pacific (resear-
chers made two dozen more observations of its behaviour off 
Ecuador).  The animal also attaches its clutch of about 30 quar-
ter-sized eggs to the stalk of a dead sponge and then wraps its 
whole body around it. It will stay put to protect its young for 
several years, not feeding, waning away until the eggs hatch and 
it dies. (Schrader, 2016)

So why does this happen? The solution to this grim scena-
rio has to do with the optic gland between the octopus's eyes; 
a gland similar to the pituitary gland in humans. In 1977, resear-
chers removed this gland and found that the octopus' mothering 
instincts disappeared. She abandoned her eggs, started feeding 
again, and went on to live a much longer life.

The maturation of the reproductive organs appears to be 
driven by secretions from the optic gland. These same secretions, 
it seems, makes the digestive and salivary glands inactive, which 
leads to the octopus starving to death. Despite the knowledge 
of it occurring, the reasoning behind why these certain enzy-
mes are produced at the point of mating and what causes it to 
happen are unknown. Furthermore, what is also a mystery is why 
male octopuses tend to die shortly after mating as well, even 
though they don't have the same parental obligation to care for 
the eggs. So, there are still plenty of mysteries to be unravelled 
when it comes to our tentacled friends. (STARR, 18)

 Nevertheless, in many cases, the animals that lay eggs often 
have such short lifespans and they die soon after laying the eggs. 
Furthermore, when these eggs hatch, there tends to be a very 
high death rate which is due to predation, environmental con-
ditions, etc. So, only a few offspring will survive to reproduce. 
(Animal Parenting Behaviour: Types & Examples, 2016)

Although, when laying eggs, there is often a choice between 
caring and guarding the eggs or to leave the eggs and let them 
to whatever may happen. (Brennan, 2021) In males, it is often 
not clear that they are the father thus many males opt to ferti-
lize and then leave to fertilize yet another female’s eggs in the 
hopes that at least some of the offspring in each clutch are his.

A different way of parenting could be parasitic parenting, 
which is where some species, such as the cuckoo bird, will lay 
their eggs in the nest of another species of bird. The victim then 
raises the unrelated offspring themselves. In fact, some catfish 
take it a step further and eat all the eggs in a cichlid nest and 
then fill it with their own eggs. Not only does the cichlid end up 
investing resources in raising another animal`s young, it's lost 

all of its own offspring.
Sure, they may not be morally the best parenting methods 

but at least they are better than the harp seal. Mothers of these 
precious little ones are highly dedicated for the first twelve days. 
In fact, they do not eat at all during that period. Unfortunately, 
once the feeding period is over, that’s it for mother-child bonding 
and already she’s out of there, ready to mate again. (HARNESS, 
2012) In most species, this sudden stop of feeding is a signal for 
the young to go out into the world to hunt for its food, however 
the seal pup can’t go on to survive on its own yet. Instead, it is 
left stranded on the ice for the next month and a half where it is 
at extremely high risk of predation and the babies will lose half of 
their body weight during this lengthy fasting period. Researchers 
believe that this is due to their relatively small body size they  
cannot store enough fat to withstand a fast. (seaworld.org, 21)

Overall, the way nature cares for its offspring varies greatly 
based on the needs and the demands of the environment and 
situations they exist in. The study of parenting in animals has 
allowed us to come to a better understanding of the neural and 
physiological mechanisms that underlie animal parental beha-
viour. (LBales, 2017) Furthermore ,the long-term effects of speci-
fic parenting behaviours  (and abuse or neglect) on offspring, and 
the neurobiological changes that underlie those traits can  be used 
to understand parental instincts and behaviours in humans too.
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As the 20th century drew to a close, the world human 
population tallied in at over 6 billion, this number having qua-
drupled over the last 100 years alone. As human numbers boo-
med, cities and settlements across the globe expanded outwards 
in an attempt to meet the constant demand for human living 
space. However, in doing so, this puts us in direct competition 
with nature, driving nature back to meet our insatiable and often 
excessive needs for land. To this, nature had no answer and, in 
the last century alone, scientists estimate that up to 2 million 
species of animalia went extinct due to not being able to cope 
with the loss of habitat. Despite all of the demoralizing statistics, 
some species have overcome the odds and evolved, enabling 
the survival of their species in a now human dominated world.

In the UK (especially around urban areas), one of the more 
successful stories is that of the red fox.  Initially a forest dweller 
that would prey on rodents and birds, the red fox has adapted 
to survive in an urban environment in multiple ways: unlike in 
its natural habitat, urban foxes dig deep underground burrows 
to have their cubs, keeping them safe and away from predators 
and humans. Furthermore, foxes have strayed away from their 
traditional diet of game and have learnt to scavenge food from 
dustbins and garbage bins. This allows foxes to be more versatile 
in an urban environment where prey will be scarce, so feeding 
on scraps of waste food increases their odds of survival consi-
derably. Foxes were hunted for sport throughout the 20th cen-
tury until the hunting act was passed in 2004, rendering hun-
ting with dogs for wild animals illegal in the UK. Since then, fox 
numbers have risen significantly, and they are now a common 
sight throughout the urban sites of London.

One of the more remarkable natural adaptations is that 
of the so-called, “London Underground Mosquito”. It is a spe-
cies of mosquito found all over the world that initially evolved 
in the London Underground during the blitz in the 1940s. It is 
descended from a common species of mosquito, Culex pipiens, 
a species of mosquito that feeds only on birds and forms large 
swarms above water when mating. The London Underground 
Mosquito, Culex pipiens molestus, is genetically different from its 
aboveground counterpart and, although only evolving recently, 
it has already developed several unique behaviour sets. Unlike 
its ancestor, the underground mosquito feeds entirely on human 
blood, mates only one on one, and does not require a blood 
meal to lay its eggs. Furthermore, as different populations of 

H A N G I N G  O N  I N  T H E  H U M A N  W O R L D :  H O W 
A N I M A L S  H A V E  D E V E L O P E D  T O  S U R V I V E  I N  T H E 
C O N C R E T E  J U N G L E  B Y  H U G O  L I B O S V A R
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mosquitoes are confined to different subway lines, this leads to 
different adaptations arising in each line as mosquitos evolve 
to suit their conditions better. This could be the early stages 
of allopatric speciation, as different populations of mosquitoes 
grow distinct over time through isolation, leading to the deve-
lopment of new underground mosquito species in the not-so-
-distant future.

Finally, racoons are by far one of the biggest urban suc-
cess stories across America. Known today for their intelligence, 
racoons are found in densities 10 times higher in cities than 
in their natural wooded habitats. Like foxes, they have grown 
accustomed to feeding off garbage cans and dumps, and their 
hand-like front paws allow them to break into complicated gar-
bage bins and sheds, giving them access to a whole buffet of 
waste food and scraps. With no natural predators in the cities, 
the raccoon population continues to grow, and adapt to the new 
challenges that humans throw at them. Urban racoons are con-
sidered a pest in many areas, so they have to adapt quickly in 
order to not be caught and killed. As time goes on, racoons will 
grow wiser to human tricks, and so adapt further to suit their 
lives in the concrete jungle.

In spite of the many downfalls on humanity’s treatment of 
nature, these few cases show that animals can still overcome 
the trials of living in contact with humans, but require certain 
adaptations and the ability to be versatile. With this, nature can 
adapt to surviving prolonged contact with humans within their 
own environment. 
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Endurance. Struggle. Bitterness. Ötzi, a 5400 year old 
ancient whose frozen body was recovered in 1991, endured 
the gruelling alpine tundra landscape for an abnormally exten-
ded period of time, outlining the definition of a drug: a chemical 
substance that alters the biological processes of an organism to 
reach greater capability than the expected level. The substance 
that allowed Ötzi to withstand such an oppressive environment 
seems disparate from the meticulously designed and refined 
substances of our current scientific era: a simple polypore fun-
gus with antibacterial and haemostatic properties in its unadul-
terated form, kept carefully within his pouch to aid him in his 
survival in the ruthless conditions of the Alps. 

With the development of technologies during the scienti-
fic “revolution” in the 20th century, the efficacy and rapid syn-
thesis of hugely useful drugs proved to be integral to the lon-
gevity and wellbeing of our species, increasing life expectancy 
by up to 30 to 40 years. Synthetic techniques have significantly 
advanced, with a focus on optimisation - a race to find the lowest 
amount of steps with the highest yield of a target molecule. A 
race to perfection.

MODERN DAY “FORWARD” SYNTHESIS:

The synthesis of Bilobalide, a “miracle” molecule natu-
rally occurring within the Ginkgo tree, exemplifies endeavours 
to streamline the process of synthesising a naturally occurring 
molecule to be used as an alternative medicine to improve the 
wellbeing of millions. In 1987, Corey and his PhD student Wei 
Guo Su published the first complete synthesis of Bilobalide, using 
fascinating chemical manipulation of functional groups with a 
clear and logical route. In 2019, Ohtawa and Shenvi reduced the 
original 24 steps to a mere 11 steps with a newer approach that 
drove the synthesis to its limits.  They converted their interme-
diate alkyne group to a lactone group in a single elegant step, 
a point of concern that troubled Corey and his team - it was a 
shortcut to immense success. Bilobalide is now readily mass pro-
duced, storming the commercial health stores under the alias 
“Ginkgo tree extract” -  boasting possible neurological and cog-
nitive benefits due to its allosteric interactions with receptors 
in nervous systems which are responsible for the coordinated  
transport and release of neurotransmitters. In spite of the niche 
market that Bilobalde appeals to, the level of optimisation and 
chemical creativity shown in the decades of its synthetic jour-
ney set a precedent for future synthesis. 

T H E  R A C E  T O  S Y N T H E T I C  P E R F E C T I O N  B Y  H E N R Y 
K I M

FIGURE 1: THE SUBSTITUENT CHEMISTRY OF BILOBALIDE
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ALTERNATIVE TECHNIQUES:
In addition to standard “forward thinking” organic synthe-

sis, retrosynthesis has proved to be an extremely useful tool 
for researching the development of drugs; popularised by a key 
figure in this journey to pharmaceutical perfection: Nobel prize 
winning E.J Corey. Despite the complexity of designing a mole-
cule destined to work in a highly specific manner, this technique 
aims to simplify the process by researching in retro to find suita-
ble and industrially effective starting material.  Reterosynthesis 
provides humanity with the means to somewhat compete with 
the perfect synthetic “researcher” - the human body. After eons 
of genetic evolution, the metabolic pathways established in the 
body to produce vitally important substances have been polished. 
The aforementioned attempts to recreate Bilobalide were not 
the first with an “optimisation approach” to synthesis; the human 
body is a master of chemical manipulation, with a level of effi-
ciency that cannot be recreated using “traditional” techniques. In 
terms of application, retrosynthesis has interestingly been used 
to produce a steroid hormone that was previously unfeasible due 
to the obscurity and cost of the starting material. Equilenin, a 
steroidal estrogen commonly used in transitional or menopausal 
hormone therapy, exemplifies this. As depicted in figure 2, this 
technique was used to trace in retro to starting material that 
was significantly easier to manipulate into the final drug, due to 
structural similarity between the two.

The synthesis of Equilenin merges retrosynthesis and 
forward synthesis, capitalising on the advantages of each to 
create an optimised industrial route for mass production; the 
theoretical design of many medicines rely on these two pri-
mary techniques.

THE CHALLENGE OF SPECIFICITY

The synthetic techniques previously discussed may be thou-
ght of as tools; akin to the artillery of brushes, paints and canva-
ses an artist may require. A synthetic chemist uses forward and 
retrosynthesis, in conjunction with their imagination, to explore 
the world of pharmaceuticals. In addition to chemical function, a 
pertinent challenge for modern day development is to consider 
the possible biochemical consequences responsible for possi-
bly fatal side effects. 

“Do not eat or drink grapefruit at any time while taking this 
medication”. 

A surprisingly humorous statement. The dire consequen-
ces of taking multiple medications simultaneously is common 
knowledge, as harmful physiological interactions between the 
drugs may arise resulting in death or severe injury. A delicious 
grapefruit surely cannot be responsible for a consequence of 
that magnitude? The biochemistry of grapefruits explains the risk 
perfectly. A class of organic compounds known as furanocou-
marins are abundant in grapefruit; inhibiting a critical oxidising 
enzyme known as cytochrome P450 3A4 located in the liver and 
intestine - responsible for the metabolism of more than 50% of 
known medications. TheF mechanism of each individual drug dic-
tates the severity of consuming a small glass of grapefruit juice, 
hindering it to be catabolized to inactive forms, or conversely 
to an active form. The repercussions are catastrophic -  usually 
resulting in severe respiratory failure, internal hemorrhage or 
sudden death as a combination of symptoms. 

The constant requirement of innovation in the disciplines of 
biochemistry and synthetic chemistry appears distant from the 
heavily theory-focused curriculum of many educational systems 
internationally. The knowledge required to excel in the synthesis 
of influential drugs, such as Bilobalide and Equilenin, is acces-
sible to all. The creativity necessary to transform a seemingly 
unrelated substance to an industrially effective and perfectly 
safe drug is scarce. The race to pharmaceutical perfection has 
commenced, a constant pursuit to improve the wellbeing of our 
species - to serve the needs of all. Ötzi’s ambition and intuition 
permeates from his humble polypore fungus to the drugs of our 
time; as he dreams into the vast canvas of the illuminated skies, 
our dream to reach synthetic perfection continues.

 FIGURE 2: PARACETAMOL ART BY ZIAD ELDERINI
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HOW DOES HIV WORK IN THE BODY?
HIV binds to receptors on the surface of human immune 

celHIV binds to receptors on the surface of human immune cells, 
primarily CD4+ immune cells which are mainly responsible for 
fighting infections. The HIV virus then gains entry into the cell 
cytoplasm, where an enzyme called viral reverse transcriptase 
creates viral DNA from HIV RNA. This DNA moves into the cell 
nucleus, where it is incorporated into the human DNA strand by 
way of viral integrase. As normal cellular DNA transcription takes 
place, the HIV DNA within the human strand is also transcribed, 
producing HIV-derived mRNA. This mRNA is then translated into 
the proteins required to generate more HIV cells.

If this process is left unchecked, the HIV infection will rapi-
dly spread amongst all CD4+ immune cells, eventually exhaus-
ting their activity and destroying them. These cells are critical to 
the human immune defences against a range of other pathogens 
– their loss renders the human body vulnerable to a number of 
cancers, infections and diseases.

HIV is treated with antiretroviral medications, which work 
by stopping the virus replicating in the body - this allows the 
immune system to repair itself and prevent further damage.

A combination of HIV drugs is used because HIV can qui-
ckly adapt and become resistant, which is most certainly an 
annoyance. Some HIV treatments have been combined into a 
single pill, known as a fixed dose combination, although these 
often cost more to prescribe. Usually, people who have just been 
diagnosed with HIV have to take between 1 and 4 pills a day. 

TYPES OF ANTIRETROVIRAL DRUGS AND 
HOW THEY WORK?

There are five main types of antiretroviral drugs. Each class 
of drug attacks HIV in a different way. Generally, drugs from 
two (or sometimes three) classes are combined to ensure a 
powerful attack on HIV.Most people start HIV treatment on 
two drugs from the NRTI’s class combined with another class– 
hence, ‘triple therapy’.

• Nucleoside or nucleotide reverse transcriptase inhi-
bitors (NRTIs)

• Non Nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors 
(NNRTIs)

• Integrase inhibitors 
• Entry inhibitors
• Protease inhibitors (PIs)
• 
1. NRTIs work by targeting the action of a HIV protein 

called reverse transcriptase. After the HIV virus relea-
ses its genetic material into a host cell, reverse trans-
criptase converts the viral RNA into DNA via a pro-
cess known as ‘reverse transcription’. NRTIs disrupt 
the construction of a new piece of viral DNA, thereby 
stopping the reverse transcription process and halting 
HIV replication. This class of medication is sometimes 
referred to as the ‘backbone’ of a first-line HIV treat-
ment combination.

2. NNRTIs also target reverse transcriptase, but in a dif-
ferent way to NRTIs. Instead, they interfere with the 
reverse transcriptase enzyme by binding directly to it, 
blocking the reverse transcription process.

A N T I R E T R O V I R A L  D R U G S  -  H O W  D O  T H E Y  W O R K ? 
B Y  H A S E E B  J A D O O N
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3. Integrase inhibitors target a protein in HIV called integrase, which is essential for viral replication. Integrase is responsi-
ble for inserting viral DNA into the host chromosome. The integrase enzyme binds to host cell DNA, prepares an area on 
the viral DNA for integration and then transfers this processed strand into the host cell’s genome. Integrase inhibitors 
stop the virus from inserting itself into the DNA of human cells.

4. Entry inhibitors stop HIV from entering human cells - they bind to the CD4 receptor on T-cells. This prevents the HIV 
protein from changing its shape to engage with co-receptors therefore preventing entry.

5. Protease inhibitors (PIs) block the activity of the protease enzyme, which HIV uses to break up large polyproteins into 
the smaller pieces required for assembly of new HIV cells. While HIV can still replicate in the presence of protease inhi-
bitors, the resulting viral cells are immature and unable to infect new cells.

SIDE EFFECTS 
Some short term effects can include the following:
• diarrhoea
• nausea or vomiting
• headache
• tiredness
• rash.

A HIV doctor can select a combination of drugs with the specific intent to avoid or minimise the risk of certain side effects. 
In addition, these effects usually last a few weeks after treatment for the first time. However, there are some pretty serious long 
term effects such as

• High blood sugar
• High cholesterol
• Liver damage

Overall, antiretrovirals can't cure HIV, but they help people with HIV live longer, healthier lives. They also reduce the risk of 
HIV transmission.  Over the last decade, antiretrovirals scale-up in low and middle-income countries which  has saved 4.2 million 
lives, and prevented an estimated figure of 800 000 child infections. Most people undergoing daily HIV treatment reach an unde-
tectable viral load within 6 months of starting treatment, demonstrating its effectiveness.
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A N I M A L  I M M O R T A L I T Y  B Y  U R I E L  M E N D E S
Immortality is “the quality of being able to live or last fore-

ver”. Naturally, organisms go through a cycle of birth and death. As 
living organisms age, there is a slow but gradual deterioration of 
normal functioning. Cellularly, cells stop dividing leading to con-
sequent death. This process is known as senescence. Although, 
there are certain types of species that cheat this law of nature.

Turritopsis Dohrii , also known as the “Immortal Jellyfish” 
are small, transparent animals found in temperate to tropical 
oceans internationally. These particular species are biologically 
immortal jellyfish that have found a way to turn back time on 
themselves, essentially returning to a previous stage of their life 
cycle. The life of a jellyfish starts as a fertilised egg, growing to 
a planula larvae stage. The planula finds a surface to latch onto, 
for example a rock or the ocean floor, where it can develop into 
a polyp. After that, it grows into a colony of polyps that coexist 
and feed with each other. An outgrowth, known as a bud, will 
form over time, producing an ephyra (or small jellyfish) which 
grows to medusae that are an adult version of the ephyra.

Normally, for most other species of jellyfish, this is the last 
stage of their life cycle. However, for this particular species, it 
can revert to their polyp stage of life. It occurs due to any envi-
ronmental stress such as starvation and injury as well as sick-
ness or ageing. This is very similar to a frog becoming a tadpole 
again or a butterfly turning back into a caterpillar. Accomplished 
through the process of transdifferentiation , which can alter the 
differentiated state of the cells and also transform them into new 
types of cells. Jean-Baptiste Lamarck was the first to describe 
such a phenomenon, during 1845 in his book, ”Histoire Naturelle 
des Animaux sans Vertèbres”, Natural History of Invertebrates.

Lobsters are another type of species that do not expe-
rience senescence and their ability to repair their DNA indefini-
tely plays a big part in this. When cell division occurs, the DNA 
copies slowly get shorter and shorter each time a chromosome 
replicates itself. This continues until chromosomes are too short 
and the cells enter senescence and therefore cannot keep divi-
ding. Lobsters have an endless supply of an enzyme called telo-
merase, which keeps regenerating telomeres that help protect 
the ends of chromosomes from damage or fusing with nearby 
chromosomes. This is common to most animals, such as humans. 
However, after the embryonic stage of life, the levels of telome-
rase decline significantly. Unfortunately, they continuously grow 
larger and larger, whereas their shells stay the same size, so they 
must remove their old shell and grow a bigger new shell. At older 
ages, because this requires plenty of energy, this requirement is 
too much. Lobsters give in to exhaustion, disease or predation. 
Despite this, the essence of DNA replication contributes to the 
idea of immortality.

Equivalent to senescence, tardigrades go through a state of 
cryptobiosis. This is where they can stop their metabolism and 
become immortal. Also known as water bears or moss piglets, they 
are multicellular invertebrates around 0.1mm to 1.5mm, found in 
a wide range of extreme environmental conditions internationally, 
due to their resistance to extreme cold. Their exceptional charac-
teristic is that they could survive without water for long periods. 
In 1995, after 8 years, dried tardigrades were brought back to 
life. An extremophile researcher Thomas Boothby said, “When 
a typical cell dries out its membranes rupture and leak, its pro-
teins unfold and aggregate together, making them useless, DNA 
will also start to fragment the long it is dry.” Tardigrades survive 
this as it retracts its head and eight legs, entering a deep state 
of suspended animation, which is very similar to death. During 
this, its metabolism slows to 0.01%, reanimating when it comes 
into contact with water. Likewise, nematode worms, yeast and 
bacteria can also survive without any moisture.

Amoeba also fit the category of immortal animals because 
they do not undergo natural death. Usually found in water, these 
unicellular organisms asexually reproduce by binary fission , 
where a parent cell produces two separate genetically identical 
daughter cells, which have the potential to grow into an adult 
cell which is the same size as the original parent cell. Due to this, 
there is no natural death in these organisms. All the remains of 
the parent cells start to live through the two daughter cells after 
binary fission, so the parent cells cannot be said to have died.

In conclusion, the species of lobster, Turritopsis Dohrii are 
capable of biological immortality and have found a way to cheat 
death. Lobsters can repair slowly degrading DNA. Tardigrades 
have achieved a deep state of suspended animation through 
slowing down their metabolic reactions. Additionally, amoeba 
truly never dies but lives through their daughter cells. All of these 
immortality characteristics will be an important target for ageing 
and pharmaceutical research in years to come.
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We know paracetamol as a simple painkiller, used to reduce 
the effect of low-level pain. A meta-analysis from the American 
Academy of Family Physicians showed that less than a gram of 
the drug administered orally can reduce over 50% of mild-to-
-moderate non-specific pain such as headaches, ankle sprain 
and lower back pain. When administered intravenously, it can 
relieve even severe pain. This was shown in a double-blind study 
where patients received 1000mg at 6-hour intervals, measuring 
their pain intensity on an analogue scale. It significantly decrea-
sed compared to the control group. Other studies also suggest 
that it can reverse or at least prevent hyperalgesia (enhanced 
sensitivity to pain), as well as allodynia (painful sensation from 
normally non-painful stimuli) in mice or rats.

As with any drug, it should come as no surprise you can 
overdose at high enough concentrations.  However, it is coming 
to light that there are negative effects associated with long-term 
frequent use. These include hypertension (persistently raised 
blood pressure), heart problems and kidney damage.

To understand where these effects come from, we should 
first look at the history of paracetamol. During the 1800s, two 
doctors working at the University of Strasburg accidentally admi-
nistered acetanilide, a compound derived from aniline (an organic 
molecule with an amine group attached to a phenyl ring), to a 
patient instead of the intended naphthalene. They noticed that 
it significantly decreased high temperatures, and published their 
findings that led to the use of acetanilide in medicine in 1886. 
However, it was quickly discovered to be toxic, causing side 
effects like methemoglobinemia that made it unsafe for use as 

medication; a search for non-toxic aniline derivatives began, star-
ting with phenacetin and N-acetyl-p-aminophenol (paracetamol). 

After the initial clinical trial falsely concluded that para-
cetamol had similar toxicity to acetanilide, it was abandoned in 
favour of phenacetin, until that was found to induce analgesic 
nephropathy (injury to the kidney) after prolonged use. In 1948, 
Brodie and Axelrod demonstrated that in the human body, ace-
tanilide was metabolized into paracetamol which was responsi-
ble for its analgesic (painkilling) action. The serious side effects 
were caused by a different metabolite: phenylhydroxylamine. 
Since using paracetamol would directly prevent other harmful 
metabolites from forming, it quickly came into widespread use 
as a painkiller. 

But how does it work? Because aniline-derived analgesics 
were discovered by accident, its mechanism of action was unk-
nown at the time and only started to be understood a decade 
ago. Paracetamol indirectly targets the prostaglandin H synthase 
(PGHS) enzymes, which catalyse the conversion of arachidonic 
acid to various prostaglandins. These are a class of eicosanoids, 
hormone-like signalling molecules that act quickly over a short 
range. Prostaglandins are found in most tissues and are key 
mediators in the release of neurotransmitters that act on nocicep-
tors (nerves that send pain signals to the central nervous system). 

This explains why preventing their synthesis reduces pain. 
As shown by Nowak and Dzielska-Olczak in 2012, paracetamol 
reduces ferryl protoporphyrin IX radical cations present at the 
peroxidase active site of PGHS, which causes lower amounts of 
tyrosine radicals to be produced. Oxidation of arachidonic acid 

P A R A C E T A M O L  S I D E  E F F E C T S  B Y  A B I G A I L 
F L O W E R S
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to prostaglandin G2 depends on tyrosine radicals, so if fewer 
are present, the enzyme will not be effective. This means that 
there is no prostaglandin G2 to be stabilised into prostaglandin 
H2, which would have otherwise mediated pain transmission.

While 90% of ingested paracetamol is metabolised in the 
liver to form inactive compounds and another 5% is filtered out 
by the kidneys, the remaining 5% reacts with cytochrome P450 
enzymes in the liver to form N-acetyl-p-benzoquinone imine 
(NAPQI), a toxic metabolite. While this is very quickly inactiva-
ted by antioxidants and removed through the urine as mercap-
turic acid, there have been cases of severe liver impairment and 
other poisoning from high doses - accidental as well as intentio-
nal - steadily increasing since the 1960s. This is because, in high 
enough concentrations, NAPQI can covalently bond to various 
macromolecules in liver cells. This interrupts enzyme systems 
and causes structural damage. In further stages of poisoning, 
renal tubules in the kidney begin to suffer harm.

Even if you avoid taking high doses, the prolonged use of 
paracetamol may still cause serious side effects. Permanent blo-
cking of prostaglandin synthesis is currently believed to lead to 
cardiovascular problems, as well as a reduction in the synthe-
sis of prostacyclin, an inhibitor of platelet aggregation and a 
vasodilator. This happens for the same reason as prostaglandin 
reduction and becomes a problem over a long period of time, 
as it can lead to thrombosis. Paracetamol may also cause high 
blood pressure; investigations among women of various ages 
presented by Nurses’ Health Studies showed a higher relative 
risk of developing hypertension for patients that regularly took 
paracetamol than those that did not.

Of course, we should take a step back and consider that 
you only need to be concerned about these negative effects if 
you take paracetamol regularly. Taking a few pills to relieve a 
splitting headache or a sprained ankle won’t damage your liver. 
Even so, the risk of accidental poisoning from high amounts of 
paracetamol could be grounds for requiring clearer dosage infor-
mation on the bottle, or maybe even prescription for products 
containing particularly high concentrations of the drug.
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B I O C H E M I C A L  C A S E  S T U D Y :  D O P A M I N E 
B Y  M S  K E M P - G E E

To synthesise dopamine, the non-essential amino acid tyro-
sine is first converted into the intermediate compound Levodopa 
(L-Dopa). This is achieved by adding a second hydroxyl group to 
the benzene ring in tyrosine’s functional group.  This is cataly-
sed by the enzyme tyrosine hydroxylase. Another enzyme, dopa 
decarboxylase, then removes the carboxyl group producing 
dopamine.

Figure 1: Structural formula of dopamine

Figure 2: Biosynthesis pathway of dopamine

Dopamine is a small neurochemical with big responsibi-
lities. It is ubiquitous across the chordates, being present in 
the brain of all vertebrates, where it holds psychological and 
physical sway. Love, motivation, and movement all begin in the 
brain, with dopamine hopping from one neuron to another.  

Governing our reward and motivation systems, it makes 
us feel satisfied after a filling meal of our favourite food and 
happy when our favourite football team wins. Physically, it is 
involved in the execution of controlled muscular movement, 
production of breastmilk and healthy renal function, amongst 
many other things.                                                                                                     

STRUCTURE & BIOSYNTHESIS
Dopamine is a catecholamine, meaning that it is an orga-

nic compound that possesses both an amine group (NH2) and 
a catechol ring (benzene ring with two adjacent hydroxylated 
carbons).  

MODULATION OF DOPAMINE ACTIVITY                                                                            
Dopamine takes its effect in the body via receptors located 

on the plasma membrane of cells in target tissues. When dopa-
mine binds to its receptor, an extracellular signal is transduced 

Receptor subtypes
There are 5 subtypes of dopamine receptor and they bring 

about different responses on the binding of dopamine:
• D1 & D5 receptors-activation elicits excitatory respon-

ses by increasing adenylyl cyclase activity and subse-
quent production of cAMP in the cell

• D2, D3, & D4-activation elicits inhibitory responses 
due to adenylyl cyclase and, therefore, cAMP produc-
tion being inhibited   

NEUROBIOLOGY

Dopamine is a monoamine neurotransmitter because it is 
derived from a single amino acid. The neurons in the brain that 
produce and release it are located mainly in the midbrain in 
regions such as the substantia nigra and ventral tegmental area. 

Figure 3: Dopamine receptor and associated G-protein
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But its effects extend from the midbrain via neural pathways to 
the striatum, limbic system and cerebral cortex.  

Figure 4: Cross section of the brain illustrating the location 
of the ventral tegmental area and substantia nigra of the midbrain, 
amygdala in the limbic system (where our emotions originate and 
are managed), striatum (involved in facilitating movement) and 
cerebral cortex (which exerts a top-down control to keep the 
actions of other brain regions ‘in-check’).  

Addiction: the sinister side of reward and motivation
Dopamine is the primary neurotransmitter in the mammalian 

brain's reward pathways. When we do something daring, like a 
bungee jump or skydive, it makes us feel elated. But even more 
pedestrian ‘wins’ such as scoring highly on a test or achieving 
everything on a To Do list can cause a mini surge. In a Pavlovian 
way, our brains come to associate events that cause dopamine 
release with feelings of positivity, pleasure, and therefore reward.  

Psychostimulants such as cocaine and amphetamines 
increase the concentration of dopamine in the synapses between 
neurons in the brain. This produces a feeling of euphoria. In a 
normal situation, dopamine is taken back into the neuron to be 
recycled.  But cocaine blocks its reuptake, causing it to build 
up in the synapse. Methamphetamine also causes extra dopa-
mine to be released, causing a more intense feeling of euphoria. 
Habitual use of such drugs damages or even kills neurons cau-
sing a drastic decrease in day-to-day dopamine levels that has 
been associated with depression.   

The chemical reward of dopamine release becomes a moti-
vating factor, so users will seek out the substances that pro-
duce the reward. Eventually, the brain will no longer function 
optimally without the dopamine surge; abuse of the substance 

becomes necessary for even baseline levels of functioning. This 
is the physiological basis of addiction and this situation can be 
reached scarily quickly.  

There is evidence to suggest that some of us are more sus-
ceptible to addiction than others. Two people can take a subs-
tance for the first time and while one can move on unaffected, 
the other may be addicted from that point. This phenomenon is 
most well-documented with the drug heroin but, theoretically, 
it could occur with many illegal and legal drugs. Neurological 
investigation of long-term substance users reveals an expec-
ted reduction in dopamine release from neurons, as well as a 
reduced number of D2 (inhibitory) receptors in the striatum. 
Amphetamine users are known to be predisposed to developing 
Parkinson’s disease later in their life.  

D O P A M I N E  A N D  P A R K I N S O N ’ S  D I S E A S E
In 2018, it was estimated that 1 in every 350 adults in the 

UK suffers from Parkinson’s disease, with a rise of one fifth expec-
ted by 2025. Parkinson’s is a neurodegenerative disorder that 
usually begins with a barely detectable muscle tremor that pro-
gresses to compromise movement, muscle control and balance.    

Research into the causes of the malady is very active and, 
amongst other brain chemicals, dopamine has been identified 
as a culprit for the movement-related deficits that are sympto-
matic of the disease. Medical imaging has revealed that dopami-
ne-producing neurons are lost in the substantia nigra of patients 
with Parkinson’s. This, in turn, leads to a reduced amount of 
dopamine in the brain and correlates with the onset and pro-
gression of symptoms. In fact, by the time the symptoms of 
Parkinson’s become evident, up to 50% of the neurons could 
have degenerated.  

It is very difficult to prove a causal relationship, particularly 
as the symptoms of Parkinson’s are broad and there are neu-
rons other than those that produce dopamine in the substantia 
nigra. However, treatment of Parkinson’s symptoms with dopa-
mine-containing drugs such as Levodopa have been shown to 
alleviate the symptoms to some degree, as does cell transplant 
to the striatum.  

B I O C H E M I C A L  C A S E  S T U D Y :  D O P A M I N E



BRAIN TO BEHAVIOUR
Having explored the biochemical implications of dopamine 

surges and depletion, it is worth looking at how these may pre-
sent themselves in one’s day-to-day behaviour.  

One of the behavioural manifestations of elevated dopamine 
is thought to be a personality trait called sensation-seeking. The 
late psychologist, Marvin Zuckerman, developed a research tool 
to identify and quantify this trait in humans. Have you ever been 
told that you are a risk-taker, or have an addictive personality?  
You could have high levels of dopamine saturating your synap-
ses right now. Try looking at the ‘Zuckerman Sensation-Seeking 
Scale-V’ and see where you sit on the spectrum.      

Zuckerman also found that high sensation-seekers have lower 
levels of an enzyme that modulates dopamine production, which 
could provide a biochemical explanation of the trait.  

A  R I S K I E R  ( M O R E  I M P U L S I V E )  P E R S P E C T I V E
Sensation-seeking becomes risk-taking when its pursuit is a 

threat to physical, mental, financial or legal health. Perhaps unsur-
prisingly, dopamine concentration in the brain is positively corre-
lated with risk-taking behaviour.    

Impulsive, risky actions such as driving too fast, overspen-
ding, gambling and promiscuous sex are all associated with brains 
saturated with dopamine. Animal models have revealed that those 
animals more likely to explore new environments and take risks 
to secure food have a fewer number of D2 & D3 receptors. This 
phenomenon transposes neatly into human brains whereby those 
of us that are spontaneous and eager to take risks have a fewer 
number of these inhibitory receptors compared to those of us that 
are more cautious. The input of dopamine in risk-taking is corrobo-
rated by recent studies showing that the signal strength of impul-
ses initiated by D2 receptors is weaker in riskier rats.   

Age and stage can also have an impact; adolescents are 
renowned for exhibiting more risk-taking and impulsive beha-
viour. This is thought to be due to the earlier development of the 
amygdala and striatum, coupled with the much slower develop-
ment of regions that can exert a top-down calming influence such 
as the prefrontal cortex. Why is it more acceptable for a Year 7 
student to be unable to put their hand up to answer a question, 
or stay in their seat for a whole lesson, than it is for one in Year 
13? Herein lies your answer.  

A N  E V O L U T I O N A R Y  A D V A N T A G E ?  
Looking at the early hominids that populated the Earth, Homo 

sapiens were the only group to migrate across the globe. It is pos-
tulated that our risk-taking propensities were one of the reasons 
that we out-survived other species of human; they gave us a 

competitive advantage in the face of changes in selection pressu-
res in our environment. Think of organisms with a broad and varied 
diet, or those that can function effectively at a large range of tem-
peratures. Should their environment change, they can still survive 
and thrive. We were willing to explore to find novel ways to adapt 
to whatever a changing environment could throw at us (including 
competition with another species of human, Homo neanderthalis).    

If the impetus to explore derives from the tendency of early 
man to sensation seek, could it be programmed into our DNA? If 
so, it could be a normal and necessary personality trait. Despite its 
association with risky behaviour, this throwback from early homi-
nid days is thought to be useful even in modern society. It pushes 
us into high pressure jobs such as the emergency services. It moti-
vates us to go for the promotion. It makes people believe they can 
change things for the better. Moreover, such personality traits can 
be mapped onto entrepreneurs and innovators in science, business, 
and education. Arguably then, the small neurochemical could have 
even larger responsibilities: to help facilitate progress for the bet-
ter of our species.       
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INTRODUCTION

In this article, we will be investigating one of the most famous, 
“semi-solved” mysteries in Scotland. At the mesmerising Over-
toun Bridge lies a mind-bending riddle in the form of signifi-
cantly higher suicide rates for dogs. Since the 1950's, inciden-
ts where dogs erratically jump from the bridge falling to their 
agonising, depressing death have been reported. According to 
The New York Times, local researchers give an approximate 
figure of 300 dogs that have jumped off the bridge, while local 
tabloids report that the number is closer to 600.

Three theories will be discussed in this article to explain this 
phenomenon: theory A, theory B, and theory C. Here lies the 
twist: one of the theories is “incorrect”.  As the reader, your 
aim is to spot this incorrect theory. Consider this to be a game 
of “two truths and a lie”!

THEORY A

Theory A suggests that dogs are not aware of the fact they 
are going to die; they are not really committing suicide. David 
Sands, a canine psychologist, suggested that the surrounding 
vegetation, which gives the extremely steep drop off the 
side of the bridge the appearance of an even surface, might 
be the reason why dogs seem to leap off suddenly. This is, in 
addition, amplified by the fact that dogs have relatively poor 
eyesight with a less vivid colour spectrum. An optical illusion, 
in a nutshell, is the explanation.

THEORY B

We established earlier that dogs have poor vision. In spite of 
that fact, they have a very powerful sense of smell. Theory B 
suggests that the scent of mink and rats around the bridge is 
strong enough to drive the dogs to jump towards their death. 
The reason the foul odour of mink is alluring to dogs is that 
dogs are nasty! Yes, dogs are cute and loyal but they also 
love offensive smells. When dogs cover themselves with foul 
aromas, not only will it help the dog avoid predators but it will 
also aid the dog in gaining a higher “social” status amongst its 
own kind.

THEORY C 

This is perhaps the most interesting theory out of all three 
theories being investigated. Theory C supporters claim that 
there is a supernatural aura about this place. Overtoun Bridge 
lies where Heaven meets Earth and the dark spirits cause the 
dogs to kill themselves. A majority of the supporters of this 
theory are residents of the area for over 15 years.

T H R E E  T H E O R I E S  B Y  Z I A D  E L D E R I N I
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THE BIG REVEAL
[DRUMROLL]

HERE COMES THE MOMENT YOU ALL HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR!

If you think theories B or A are the wrong ones, I am afraid to tell you that you are wrong. If, however, you think that theory C is the 
wrong one, then well done for trying! But you are also wrong. 

The lie here is that there is an “incorrect” theory in the first place. There are no correct and incorrect theories; that is what a theory is. 
A theory is a set of principles proposed to explain a phenomenon. Theories are not facts; hence, they can’t be absolutely false nor be 
absolutely true. This is why I used the phrase ““semi-solved” mystery” at the start of the article. Of course, some theories are better 
than others. A good one should be predictable, coherent, consistent with empirical observation as well as promoting scientific progress. 

Subsequently, you are more likely to believe a theory is better than another because of your background, values, interests, and morals. 
For instance, I am tempted to believe that theory B in that case is the best one because it has a biochemical basis. As a result of my 
scientific way of thought, I am more likely to support theory B. Maybe, in another universe, I would believe that theory C is the best 
because I would have a different style of thinking. This is why you should always ask yourself before following a school of thought: 
does it make enough sense? Can it predict future events? Is it testable? Is there an agenda? How unconsciously biased am I? 

A good scientist should always criticise their findings to make sure it is as close to perfection and accuracy as possible. We may never 
know for sure why the dogs jump off the Overtoun bridge, yet we are getting closer to finding the truth by asking ourselves these 
types of questions, aiming for the absolute untarnished truth behind this mystery.
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